1.. Introduction   {#sec1}
==================

Neutron crystallography can provide structural, chemical and functional information on biological macromolecules that is difficult or impossible to obtain using other techniques (Blakeley *et al.*, 2008[@bb8]). One of its main advantages is the ability to directly visualize hydrogen (H) or deuterium (D) atoms at modest resolutions of around 2.0--2.5 Å (Bacik *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]; Kwon *et al.*, 2016[@bb25]; Casadei *et al.*, 2014[@bb11]; Coates *et al.*, 2008[@bb14]; Wan *et al.*, 2015[@bb41]; Chen & Unkefer, 2017[@bb12]). Despite its potential to elucidate the molecular mechanisms behind a wealth of phenomena (Langan *et al.*, 2018[@bb26]; Schaffner *et al.*, 2017[@bb36]), the application of neutron crystallography remains limited by the relatively weak intensity of available neutron beams and the high neutron scattering background arising from incoherent scattering by hydrogen within the sample (O'Dell *et al.*, 2016[@bb30]). While more powerful beamlines and advances in sample preparation have helped to address these challenges, there are also opportunities to develop more advanced computational tools to improve the accuracies of the measured neutron crystallographic data and of the resulting refined structures. Previously, we have developed new computational tools for joint X-ray and neutron refinement that result in more accurate structures (Afonine *et al.*, 2010[@bb3]). In this work, we focus on a new computational tool to increase the accuracy of the neutron crystallographic data.

One existing approach to integrating neutron Bragg peaks is to use peak-minus-background integration methods. These integration schemes sum events from a pre-defined volume centered at the peak and subtract the local background, which is determined by summing events from a separate, nearby volume with appropriate geometric scaling. While these schemes have proven to be successful, they face several critical disadvantages. Firstly, they may not appropriately account for the asymmetric peak shape at pulsed neutron sources. Neutron Bragg peaks from instruments with pulsed, moderated sources have a long tail on the high time-of-flight (TOF) end which is difficult to distinguish from background, resulting in either a decreased signal-to-noise ratio (with a generous peak-volume definition) or artificially decreased intensities (when this tail is considered to be background). In addition, they demand very precise knowledge of the location of each peak. For large unit-cell experiments in particular, being only a few pixels off can decrease the integrated intensity by factors of up to 50% with aggressive integration schemes. Using peak-minus-background integration, peaks that fall on or near detector edges may not be integrated accurately. In the case of a standard data set collected on the MaNDi beamline at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS; Coates *et al.*, 2015[@bb13]), integration errors arising from peaks near detector edges may affect as many as one fifth of the peaks. Finally, as scientifically pertinent problems continue to demand higher resolution and the analysis of larger unit cells (Azadmanesh *et al.*, 2017[@bb6]), it becomes more difficult to quantify peak intensity as peaks become closer to each other and eventually overlap.

To address these issues, profile fitting has historically been employed. While analytical consideration of single-crystal Bragg peak intensities was first given serious consideration in 1962, Diamond was the first to demonstrate increased crystallographic data quality as a result of profile fitting (Alexander & Smith, 1962[@bb4]; Diamond, 1969[@bb15]). A decade later, profile fitting was extended to large unit cells using the 'oscillation method' (Rossmann, 1985[@bb35]; Harrison *et al.*, 1985[@bb19]) and has since been developed further (Pavese & Artioli, 1996[@bb32]; Leslie, 2006[@bb27]; Kabsch, 2006[@bb22]). While these techniques are appropriate for monochromatic X-ray and neutron Bragg peaks, planned user programs at pulsed neutron sources such as the European Spallation Source (ESS), Lund, Sweden and the Second Target Station at SNS, Oak Ridge, USA will enable the widespread use of TOF techniques. To maximize the effectiveness of experiments at current and future pulsed neutron sources, it is imperative to have algorithms that exploit the information provided by TOF profiling.

Crystallography beamlines at modern pulsed neutron sources use time-resolved area detectors to record diffracted neutrons. Recently, there have been a handful of proposals to fit TOF profiles to integrate peaks. Yano *et al.* (2016[@bb44]) demonstrated that profile fitting provides improved model structures from protein data. To carry out their profile fitting, the authors fitted the observed profiles to a Gaussian profile convolved with two back-to-back exponentials that phenomenologically describe the profiles. This is similar to the functional form proposed by Gutmann (2017[@bb18]), who noted that it describes the peak asymmetry arising from the tail well. The first report to examine fitting in reciprocal space (Schultz *et al.*, 2014[@bb37]) demonstrated decreased *R* factors using peaks integrated along the TOF profile compared with peak-minus-background integration. A complete description of the peak, however, must be three-dimensional to account for the two detector spatial dimensions and the TOF. Equivalently, these three dimensions can be expressed in reciprocal space. A preliminary report (Tomoyori & Tamada, 2016[@bb40]) suggested that three-dimensional profile fitting will be beneficial to data quality, but examined only a handful of peaks in detector space.

Here, we present an algorithm for integrating Bragg peaks by three-dimensional profile fitting in reciprocal space. The primary objective of this work is to improve data quality through more accurate integration of weak peaks and peaks that are partially recorded at the edge of detectors. However, we expect that three-dimensional profile fitting will also benefit the deconvolution of any overlapping peaks. After describing the algorithm in detail, we compare its performance with standard spherical integration schemes using three complete representative data sets collected on the MaNDi beamline. Two data sets are perdeuterated and one is H/D-exchanged, demonstrating the effectiveness of this technique for both types of samples. It is shown that profile fitting yields comparable merging *R* values for protein data sets yet, of particular interest, produces a significantly increased CC~1/2~ at high resolutions (Karplus & Diederichs, 2012[@bb24]). To assess the accuracy of each integration method, we carry out refinements of models from X-ray data against peaks from each integration method. In each case examined, profile fitting yields *R* ~free~ factors demonstrating an increased accuracy from profile fitting. The first data set, perdeuterated E166Q β-lactamase mutant, shows a decrease in *R* ~free~ of 2.3% at 1.89 Å resolution. The second data set, H/D-exchanged PsbO (an extrinsic subunit of photosystem II), shows a decrease in *R* ~free~ of 2.3% at 2.2 Å resolution. The third data set, perdeuterated *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* peptidyl-tRNA hydrolase 1 (PaPth1), shows a decrease in *R* ~free~ of 2.7% from initial refinement at 2.60 Å resolution. The increased resolution in data sets such as that of PaPth1 makes it possible to better visualize important features such as water molecules. Finally, the resulting nuclear density maps from each integration method are compared. Reflective of their decreased *R* ~free~ values, nuclear density maps refined against profile-fitted intensities show better agreement with the atomic model. Given these results, it is clear that three-dimensional profile fitting has the potential to advance the capabilities of neutron crystallography.

2.. Methods   {#sec2}
=============

2.1.. Data collection   {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

For initial testing, strong peaks from a scolecite data set recorded on the TOPAZ beamline at SNS, Oak Ridge, USA (Jogl *et al.*, 2011[@bb21]) were used. Protein data that contained many considerably weaker peaks were collected on the MaNDi beamline (Coates *et al.*, 2015[@bb13]). The protein data-collection strategy was optimized using the *CrystalPlan* package (Zikovsky *et al.*, 2011[@bb45]) and the numbers of orientations recorded are presented in Tables 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}, 2[▸](#table2){ref-type="table"} and 3[▸](#table3){ref-type="table"}. Crystallization of the E166Q β-lactamase mutant was carried out as described in Tomanicek *et al.* (2010[@bb39]), while PsbO was crystallized as described in Bommer *et al.* (2017[@bb9]). Crystallization of PaPth1 was achieved as described in McFeeters *et al.* (2016[@bb28]).

2.2.. Moderator characterization by Monte Carlo simulations   {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Neutron emission from the decoupled poisoned hydrogen moderator as viewed by the TOPAZ and MaNDi beamlines was simulated using *MCSTAS* (Nielsen & Lefmann, 2000[@bb29]) as described in Gallmeier (2010[@bb50]). Briefly, Monte Carlo simulations of the moderator output were fitted to the Ikeda--Carpenter (IC) function (Ikeda & Carpenter, 1985[@bb20]),where ψ~IC~ is the intensity of neutrons from the moderator, α and β are energy-dependent constants, *R* is the energy-dependent ratio of slow to fast neutrons from the moderator and *t*′ = *t* − *t* ~0~ \> 0. This fit was performed for 141 logarithmically spaced energies ranging from 1 × 10^−5^ to 100 eV and the value of each parameter at each energy was fitted to a fourth-order Padé approximant. These values were used as an initial guess for fitting TOF profiles using the IC function.

2.3.. Data reduction for profile fitting and strong peaks   {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The integration scheme was tested using the *Mantid* framework (Arnold *et al.*, 2014[@bb5]), which allows the quick conversion of recorded event data to reciprocal space. First, an orientation matrix (**UB** matrix) is determined from several hundred bright peaks in reciprocal space. Given the **UB** matrix, the locations of all observable peaks were predicted using the *PredictPeaks* algorithm in *Mantid*. For the samples and resolutions presented in this work, the peaks did not overlap, as verified by ensuring that all integrated peaks were separated by at least the outer radius of the background used for spherical integration (§[](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}2.6). The procedure for each predicted peak is illustrated in the yellow box in Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

For each peak with index **h** = (*h*, *k*, *l*), a histogram of recorded events from (*h* − η, *k* − η, *l* − η) to (*h* + η, *k* + η, *l* + η) is generated in reciprocal space. η is a parameter that determines how large a volume in reciprocal space is considered for background removal. In practice, this parameter can be varied in the range ∼0.2--0.5 with little effect on the resulting intensities. For the current work η = 0.25 was used. From this histogram, the background must be differentiated from the peak signal. To determine the appropriate background threshold, a nearest-neighbors smoothed histogram is generated. The threshold above which voxels (three-dimensional 'pixels' in reciprocal space) will be included in the peak will be determined from this smoothed histogram. Given that the energy of each peak is known and that emission from the moderator has been characterized by Monte Carlo simulations (§[](#sec2.2){ref-type="sec"}2.2), the expected TOF profile of each peak is known and only needs to be scaled for the number of neutrons. Thus, to determine the background threshold, it is sufficient to fit this expected profile to the resulting TOF profile at each background level until a satisfactory profile is found (χ^2^ ≃ 1). To achieve this, the TOF profile is generated by creating a histogram of events binned by TOF (TOF ∝ *L*sin(θ)/\|**q**\|), effectively summing the remaining two directions. This profile is fitted to the Ikeda--Carpenter function, ψ~IC~, convolved with a Gaussian and a top-hat function to account for detector broadening and finite proton-pulse duration, respectively. This is illustrated in Figs. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(*a*) and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}(*c*), which show the TOF profile both before (blue) and after (orange) background subtraction. The background level is taken as the intensity with which the TOF profile is best described by the predicted TOF profile. These voxels (for example the slice shown in Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *b*) are used to construct the three-dimensional model of the peak.

To generate the full three-dimensional profile, it is natural to consider the reciprocal-space histogram in spherical co­ordinates **q**(*q~x~*, *q~y~*, *q~z~*) → **q**(*q~r~*, *q* ~φ*az*~, *q* ~2θ~) as 1/*q~r~* ≃ TOF and *q* ~φ*az*~ and *q* ~2θ~ are described by a bivariate Gaussian distribution ψ~BVG~, where φ~*az*~ denotes the azimuthal coordinate (in the *xy* plane) and 2θ is the standard scattering angle coordinate (angle from the *z* axis). The angular distribution is fitted to a two-dimensional histogram in φ~*az*~ and 2θ, effectively summing *q~r~* (Figs. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *b* and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *f*). ψ~IC~ and ψ~BVG~ at this point are effectively independent probability distributions. Incorporating a scale factor, *A*, and a constant background term, *B*, the resulting three-dimensional model, ψ, is given by their product: ψ = *A*(ψ~IC~ × ψ~BVG~) + *B*, where *A* and *B* are determined by a least-squares fit to the three-dimensional event histogram in reciprocal space. Generating the model in reciprocal space, which scales linearly with *q* to provide an undistorted view of the three-dimensional peak profile, allows discretization at the level of instrument resolution rather than by generating thick slices, minimizing quantification error. A three-dimensional rendering of a peak and its model are shown in Figs. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}(*g*) and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}(*h*), while two-dimensional slices are shown in Figs. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(*c*), 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(*d*) and 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}(*b*). For completeness, it should be noted that this three-dimensional model is generated from a (2 + 1)-dimensional fit to simplify the least-squares optimization from a computational point of view. In practice, no difference was found between these fits and full three-dimensional profile fits.

2.4.. Profile fitting for weak peaks and peaks on detector edges   {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

While the procedure described in §[](#sec2.3){ref-type="sec"}2.3 works well for strong peaks, it is expected that profile fitting will most benefit the integration of weak peaks where the background and peak are nearly indistinguishable. An example of such a peak is shown in Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}(*a*). While the TOF direction can still be fitted using the moderator characterization (Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*), there are too few counts to create a fittable angular histogram (Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *d*). To circumvent this, and given that the profile of ψ~BVG~ changes slowly with φ~*az*~ and 2θ, the angular distribution ψ~BVG~ is assumed to be the same as a nearest neighbor in (*q* ~φaz~, *q* ~2θ~) from a library of strong peaks. For the work presented here, profiles were applied if the peak had fewer than 250 events (as determined by spherical integration). The strong-peak library was constructed from peaks containing more than 500 events (as determined by spherical integration) for each data set. The parameters defining peak shape for the strong-peaks libraries for E166Q β-lactamase and PsbO are shown in Fig. 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

Since peaks near the detector edges may not be fully recorded, the profiles of the strong peaks can also be used to recover their intensity. In the present work, profiles were applied to edge peaks if the peak location was predicted to be 15 or fewer detector pixels from a detector edge. The merging statistics of peaks near the edge (between 1 and 15 pixels) are shown in Table 4[▸](#table4){ref-type="table"}.

2.5.. Calculation of *I* and σ(*I*)   {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------

Reliable refinement depends on accurate integration and error determination. Defining the observed number of neutrons in each voxel in reciprocal space as *N* ~obs~, it is clear that for each voxel *N* ~peak~ = *N* ~obs~ − *N* ~bg~, where *N* ~peak~ and *N* ~bg~ are the number of diffracted neutrons in the peak and background, respectively. The peak intensity *I* is then defined as *I* = . Following the same reasoning as Pflugrath (1999[@bb33]), the variance, σ^2^(*I*), of this intensity is just the sum of the associated variances. Assuming Poisson statistics (), this can be expressed aswith the final term being the variance of the fit. At this point, quantification of peak intensity depends on how the volume of the peak is defined (*i.e.* which voxels are summed over) and how the background is determined. For the present work, the intensity is determined by summing the model intensities of voxels that are above 5% of the maximum value of *N* ~model~. The background is assumed to be constant throughout the volume of the peak and is assumed to be the average number of neutrons in the (*h* − η, *k* − η, *l* − η) to (*h* + η, *k* + η, *l* + η) volume that is not considered a peak and is accessible with the detector coverage of the instrument.

2.6.. Spherical integration of peak intensities   {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------

For comparison with traditional integration, the same peak sets were analyzed using the standard integration and refinement protocol at MaNDi in parallel with profile-fitted peaks. The only difference between the two data sets is how they were integrated. Spherical integration was performed *via* the *Integrate­PeaksMD* algorithm in *Mantid*. Peaks from E166Q β-lactamase and PsbO were integrated with a radius of 0.021 Å^−1^ and the background shell was taken from 0.022 to 0.026 Å^−1^, while PaPth1 was integrated with a radius of 0.018 Å^−1^ with a background shell from 0.019 to 0.022 Å^−1^.

2.7.. Analysis of integrated intensities and refinement details   {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

After integration, protein peak intensities were scaled using *LAUENORM* from the *LAUEGEN* package (Campbell, 1995[@bb10]) and the merging statistics presented in Tables 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}, 2[▸](#table2){ref-type="table"} and 3[▸](#table3){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Tables S1, S2 and S3 were calculated using *PHENIX* (Adams *et al.*, 2010[@bb1]). For three-dimensional profile intensity data, data were rejected if χ^2^ of either the TOF, BVG or three-dimensional scaling fit was too large (χ^2^ \> 50). Peaks with *I*/σ(*I*) \< 1.0 from either profile fitting or spherical integration were rejected. Peaks were also removed if the peak center was one detector pixel from the edge. The statistics presented in these tables are discussed in Karplus & Diederichs (2012[@bb24]). To generate initial models for refinement, a Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry for the same protein generated from X-ray crystallography was used as a starting point. This model was aligned with the data using molecular replacement *via* *Phaser* (*phenix.phaser*). At this point, H or D atoms were added using *phenix.ready_set*. This model was refined using *phenix.refine* (Afonine *et al.*, 2012[@bb2]) against data sets integrated using each integration method. The peak data for refinement, including the selection of the working and testing data sets, are the same except for the intensities and uncertainties resulting from the integration method. For each protein, models were refined from the same initial model for nine iterations using *phenix.refine*. For E166Q β-lactamase, atomic positions, atomic *B* factors and occupancies were refined. Because refinement was performed at above 2 Å for PsbO and PaPth1, individual atomic positions were not refined, although rigid-body refinement was allowed. Overall *R* factors from refinements are shown in Tables 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}, 2[▸](#table2){ref-type="table"} and 3[▸](#table3){ref-type="table"}, while Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Tables S6, S7 and S8 show CC and *R* from the refinements for each resolution shell.

To directly compare strong and weak peaks, merging statistics for E166Q β-lactamase and PsbO are presented in Tables S4 and S5. For these tables, peaks were separated by being either above or below the median *I*/σ(*I*) for each data set for each integration method. Merging statistics were calculated in *PHENIX* exactly as was performed for the whole data set. The same comparison is not presented for PaPth1 as the low number of peaks (\<15 000 in the final data set) makes it difficult to directly compare the split peak sets.

3.. Results   {#sec3}
=============

3.1.. Results for the E166Q β-lactamase mutant   {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------

A summary of merging statistics and refinement statistics from refining the initial model of the E166Q β-lactamase mutant against peaks from each integration method is presented in Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}. Shell-by-shell merging statistics are given in Supplementary Table S1, while Supplementary Table S4 shows the same statistics for weak and strong peaks separately. The most drastic difference in merging statistics is in Pearson's correlation coefficient, CC~1/2~, at high resolutions (Supplementary Table S1). *I*/σ(*I*) is higher at low resolution and approaches *I*/σ(*I*) = 1 more quickly at high resolution.

Atomic positions were refined during the E166Q β-lactamase refinement. The models refined against profile-fitted and spherically integrated data differed by an r.m.s.d. of 0.09 Å. Shell-by-shell refinement statistics are shown in Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S6. Overall, refinement against the known model yields increased CC and decreased *R* values, particularly in the medium- and high-resolution shells. Individual residues have several structural differences as a result of profile fitting. One such residue is highlighted in Fig. 7[▸](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

3.2.. Results for PsbO   {#sec3.2}
------------------------

A summary of merging and initial refinement statistics for PsbO is presented in Table 2[▸](#table2){ref-type="table"}, while Supplementary Tables S2 and S5 show shell-by-shell merging statistics. As with the E166Q β-lactamase mutant, three-dimensional profile fitting resulted in comparable overall merging *R* values and increased CC~1/2~, especially at high resolutions. The overall *I*/σ(*I*) values are again higher at low resolution and approach unity more quickly for profile-fitted peaks than spherically integrated peaks. Shell-by-shell refinement statistics are shown in Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S7, which show increased CC values and decreased *R* values in the medium- and high-resolution shells.

3.3.. Results for PaPth1   {#sec3.3}
--------------------------

A summary of merging and refinement statistics for PaPth1 is presented in Table 3[▸](#table3){ref-type="table"}, shell-by-shell merging statistics are shown in Supplementary Table S3 and shell-by-shell refinement statistics are presented in Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S8.

3.4.. Effect on nuclear density   {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------

Better integration is expected to yield improved nuclear densities. Selected residues are shown in Fig. 7[▸](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. One potential advantage of improved integration is the ability to resolve the location of additional atoms in amino-acid side chains, as illustrated by Ser86 in perdeuterated E166Q β-lactamase (Fig. 7[▸](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. S1). Density maps from profile-fitted intensities clearly resolve the OG atom (the top O atom in the images) and the bound D atom while maps derived from spherical integration are missing density for these atoms. Additionally, higher quality density maps allow atomic positions to be determined with higher certainty. Asn55 from the H/D-exchanged PsbO data set is shown in Fig. 7[▸](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. S2. From inspection, it is clear that profile fitting results in better nuclear densities around the (top) ND2 atom and the bound DD21 and DD22 atoms. In addition, Phe28 from perdeuterated PaPth1 is shown in Fig. 7[▸](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. S3. It is clear from inspection that the map from profile-fitted intensities better matches the perdeuterated phenyl ring. Clearer definition in features such as this is expected to enable the discovery of new structural details.

4.. Discussion   {#sec4}
================

We have presented full three-dimensional profile fitting of entire neutron crystallographic data sets for the first time. In contrast to other recent profile fitting performed in detector space (Tomoyori & Tamada, 2016[@bb40]; Yano *et al.*, 2016[@bb44]; Gutmann, 2017[@bb18]), this integration is performed in reciprocal space. As has been argued previously (Schultz *et al.*, 2014[@bb37]), there are several convenient features of integrating in reciprocal space. Most notably, the peak shapes are straightforward to model. In particular, it is straightforward to isolate peaks at high resolutions. In reciprocal space these peaks maintain separation, and even with a unit cell as large as that of PsbO (∼200 Å) there are no obvious effects of peak overlap. The background can be straightforwardly assessed over a large volume of reciprocal space by considering (*h* − η, *k* − η, *l* − η) to (*h* + η, *k* + η, *l* + η), which aids the quantitation of high-resolution peaks over integration in detector space.

For these data sets, an overall increase in the average *I*/σ(*I*) was observed. Increases of approximately 25%, 40% and 15% were found for the E166Q β-lactamase mutant, PsbO and PaPth1, respectively. This difference is likely to be related to the background level of each data set. Profile fitting significantly reduces the amount of nonpeak volume integrated and so it is expected that increases in signal-to-noise will be seen in samples with higher background. It has been speculated (Tomoyori & Tamada, 2016[@bb40]) that there should be an increase of around 10% in signal-to-noise resulting from profile fitting, while noting that applying learned peak shapes to weak peaks may increase this further. This is fairly consistent with our reported *I*/σ(*I*) values. Of particular interest, these data sets exhibit increased *I*/σ(*I*) at low resolution and decreased *I*/σ(*I*) at high resolution. This is likely to be an artifact of a high *I*/σ(*I*) resulting from the spherical integration method. Experience has shown that *I*/σ(*I*) does not fall to unity at high resolutions when using the spherical integration method, and while *I*/σ(*I*) does not fall to 1.0 using profile fitting, it more quickly approaches the unity limit.

It is also interesting to consider the merging statistics. As a complete data set, profile fitting leads to comparable merging *R* values for all three data sets presented. At higher resolutions, though, the merging *R* values for profile-fitted peaks are slightly higher than those from spherically integrated intensities (Supplementary Tables S1, S2 and S3). These figures demonstrate that profile-fitted intensities have a higher spread at high resolution, though not necessarily that the intensities are less accurate. To assess accuracy, we refined models from X-ray data against peak sets which vary only in the integration method. Models refine better against profile-fitted intensities, demonstrating that the technique produces more accurate intensities. The Pearson's correlation coefficient CC~1/2~ has been argued to be the most reliable indicator of the quality of a data set (Evans, 2011[@bb17]; Diederichs & Karplus, 2013[@bb16]). For all three data sets, substantially higher CC~1/2~ values are observed at higher resolution. This increased consistency is, of course, a consequence of the relative insensitivity of profile-fitted intensities to noise. In light of this, it is unsurprising that models refine better against profile-fitted data.

To further verify that profile fitting has the largest effect in more accurately integrating high-resolution data, shell-by-shell refinement statistics are presented in Fig. 6[▸](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Tables S6, S7 and S8. The CC~1/2~ and *R* values show that data--model agreement predominantly increases at medium and high resolutions. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that profile fitting more accurately integrates peaks for model refinement by accurately integrating high-resolution/weak peaks. The increase in CC~1/2~ is especially noticeable when comparing strong peaks with weak peaks. Supplementary Tables S4 and S5 compare peak sets which have been split into high and low *I*/σ(*I*). When considering the E166Q β-lactamase data set (Supplementary Table S4), high-resolution peaks have a CC~1/2~ above 0.19 in the outermost shells for profile-fitted peaks, while spherically integrated peaks quickly fall to CC~1/2~ \< 0.1. PsbO, which overall has a higher *I*/σ(*I*), shows similar results (Supplementary Table S5).

For weak peaks, ψ~BVG~ profiles in the non-TOF directions (φ~*az*~, 2θ) were determined from a library of strong peaks. The notion of applying profiles from a library of strong peaks dates back to the 1980s in neutron crystallography (Sjölin & Wlodawer, 1981[@bb38]; Wilkinson *et al.*, 1988[@bb42]) and has since proven to be beneficial in solving several protein structures. Of the X-ray structures deposited in the PDB, peak integration for macromolecular crystallography has been dominated by *XDS*, *MOSFLM*, *HKL* and *d\*TREK* (Kabsch, 2010[@bb23]; Leslie, 2006[@bb27]; Otwinowski & Minor, 1997[@bb31]; Pflugrath, 1999[@bb33]). More recently, *DIALS* has been released to facilitate the development of new algorithms and to process data from increasingly high-throughput crystallography facilities (Winter *et al.*, 2018[@bb43]). While all of these packages use profile fitting to fit weak or incomplete peaks, *MOSFLM* and *HKL* integrate three-dimensional peaks by summing a series of two-dimensional images, a technique termed two-dimensional integration. *XDS*, *d\*TREK* and *DIALS*, on the other hand, integrate a full three-dimensional model of the peak described as a three-dimensional Gaussian. The integration scheme described in this work is most similar to three-dimensional integration, except that the third dimension arises from TOF (rather than φ-slicing) and the functional form in the third dimension is an Ikeda--Carpenter function. The parameters defining peak shape from profile fitting are presented in Fig. 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the parameters for peaks with 0.4 mrad of the σ~*az*~ value of each data set. It is clear that the peak size decreases along the scattering direction with increasing scattering angle. In addition, the peak orientation, defined by the covariance ρ in reciprocal space, clearly depends on the azimuthal angle. It is also clear that the peak profile changes appreciably for different samples. While using the profile of the nearest neighbors yielded more accurate intensities, the observed trends suggest that peaks can be modeled using the resolution function of the instrument and sample parameters which may further increase accuracy. It is also conceivable that a machine-learning-based approach could be developed to more accurately predict peak profiles for weak peaks.

In addition to more accurately integrating weak peaks, profile fitting offers the opportunity to recover data near the edge of detectors. As an example, merging statistics of pixels near the edge for the E166Q β-lactamase data set are shown in Table 4[▸](#table4){ref-type="table"}. Of particular interest, the CC~1/2~ for the profile-fitted data resembles CC~1/2~ for the entire data set, while spherically integrated peaks have a CC~1/2~ that quickly falls to 0. In traditional integration workflows, these intensities would typically be discarded or included despite poor quantification. While all of the data sets analysed so far were recorded using SNS Anger camera detectors (Riedel *et al.*, 2015[@bb34]), the capability to recover edge intensities also has the potential to benefit the integration of data recorded on position-sensitive tube detectors, which have considerably more gaps in detector coverage.

This algorithm has been implemented in the *Mantid* (Arnold *et al.*, 2014[@bb5]) software package as the *IntegratePeaks­ProfileFitting* algorithm.
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![Flowchart showing the peak integration scheme for three-dimensional profile fitting. The steps in the yellow box are performed for each peak in a data set. Note that while predicted peak locations are used for initial guesses, the peak position is not restricted to its predicted location. The time-of-flight (TOF) and bivariate Gaussian (BVG) fits (§[](#sec2.3){ref-type="sec"}2.3) were performed separately to computationally simplify fitting all three dimensions. These two fits are then projected to three dimensions and multiplied together to generate the peak shape. This peak shape is then scaled to the observed data and background is added to create the model peak.](d-74-01085-fig1){#fig1}

![Peak and model for a very strong peak recorded on the TOPAZ beamline. (*a*) The TOF profile before (blue squares) and after (orange circles) background removal. The IC fit (green) nicely fits the high-TOF tail. (*b*) The bivariate normal fit to the non-TOF coordinates φ*az* and 2θ. The left box is a two-dimensional histogram before background removal, the middle box ('No BG') is made by summing only the voxels in reciprocal space used for fitting, and the right box ('Model') shows the fit to the data. (*c*, *d*) A slice of three-dimensional *q* space along *q~z~* of the peak as measured and the same slice of the three-dimensional model of the peak shown on a linear scale (*c*) and a logarithmic scale (*d*) to accentuate the head and tail, respectively.](d-74-01085-fig2){#fig2}

![Example of background removal for a strong protein peak. (*a*) Slice of the peak as viewed from the *q~z~* axis. (*b*) The pixels from the slice in (*a*) which were determined to constitute the peak are shown in yellow. Pixels deemed background are shown in purple. (*c*) TOF spectra created from the entire histogrammed region (blue squares) and only voxels considered to be in the peak (orange circles). The fit to the IC profile is shown in green. (*d*, *e*, *f*) Angular histograms in 2θ and *q*φ*az* showing the whole peak (*d*), the background-removed peak (*e*) and the fit of the background-removed peak to a bivariate Gaussian distribution (*f*). (*g*) Three-dimensional volume rendering of the recorded peak. (*h*) Three-dimensional volume rendering of the three-dimensional model of the peak shown in (*g*).](d-74-01085-fig3){#fig3}

![Three-dimensional profile fit of a weak peak. (*a*) A slice of *q~z~* for the peak. (*b*) The resulting three-dimensional model of the same slice. (*c*) The uncorrected (blue squares) and background-corrected (orange circles) TOF profiles with the optimal fit (green). The inset is zoomed in on the peak. (*d*, *e*, *f*) Angular histogram of the peak showing the raw histogram (*d*), the background-removed peak (*e*) and the profile of the forced nearest-neighbor peak used to construct the model (*f*).](d-74-01085-fig4){#fig4}

![Left: scatter plots of parameters for ψ~BVG~ for the strong-peaks library from the β-lactamase E166Q (blue) and PsbO (orange) data sets. In both cases, peaks become smaller with increased scattering angle and remain relatively constant in size as a function of the azimuthal angle. The orientation of each peak is determined by the covariance, which oscillates with the azimuthal angle. Note that both data sets contain a strongly oscillating covariance, but only the PsbO curve is visible because they are overlaid. Right: three model bivariate Gaussians with different covariance (ρ) values. These demonstrate how covariance defines peak shape, which changes with φ~*az*~. Here, 2θ denotes the standard scattering angle (from the *z* axis) and the azimuthal angle, φ~*az*~, is the angle in the *xy* plane.](d-74-01085-fig5){#fig5}

![Shell-by-shell refinement statistics for each data set. CC values are shown on the left and *R* values on the right. From these plots it is clear that profile fitting has the largest effect on high-resolution data. Values are given in Supplementary Tables S6, S7 and S8.](d-74-01085-fig6){#fig6}

![The 2*mF* ~o~ − *DF* ~c~ nuclear density maps for selected residues from each integration method. Left: Ser86 from the E166Q β-lactamase data set at 1.5σ shows that profile fitting recovers density for the OD of the carboxyl group. Middle: Asn55 from the PsbO data set and nearby water molecules at 1.1σ. With increased accuracy, profile fitting allows clear separation between the top water molecule and the residue. The water to the right, marked by crosses, is visible at lower σ (see Supporting information) Right: Phe28 from the PaPth1 data set at 1.9σ. It is clear that profile fitting recovers the nuclear density of the phenyl group. Densities at different σ levels are shown in the Supporting information.](d-74-01085-fig7){#fig7}

###### Summary of merging statistics for spherical integration and three-dimensional profile fitting for the E166Q β-lactamase mutant

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

                                Profile fitting                                     Spherical
  ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------
  Unit-cell parameters (Å, °)   *a* = *b* = 73.7, *c* = 99.8, α = β = 90, γ = 120   
  Space group                   *P*3~2~21                                           
  No. of orientations           11                                                  
  No. of unique reflections     23633 (1970)                                        
  Resolution range (Å)          14.77--1.89 (1.96--1.89)                            
  Multiplicity                  4.87 (2.50)                                         
  Completeness (%)              93.6 (79.7)                                         
  Mean *I*/σ(*I*)               8.7 (2.5)                                           6.2 (2.9)
  *R* ~merge~ (%)               22.6 (31.6)                                         22.3 (26.6)
  *R* ~p.i.m.~ (%)              9.3 (20.5)                                          9.4 (17.5)
  CC~1/2~                       0.941 (0.285)                                       0.948 (0.036)
  *R* ~work~                    0.210                                               0.230
  *R* ~free~                    0.257                                               0.280

###### Summary of merging statistics for spherical integration and three-dimensional profile fitting for PsbO

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

                                Profile fitting                                      Spherical
  ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ----------------
  Unit-cell parameters (Å, °)   *a* = *b* = 56.0, *c* = 194.9, α = β = 90, γ = 120   
  Space group                   *P*6~1~22                                            
  No. of orientations           12                                                   
  No. of unique reflections     9118 (868)                                           
  Resolution range (Å)          13.98--2.20 (2.28--2.20)                             
  Multiplicity                  8.29 (5.06)                                          
  Completeness (%)              92.39 (92.54)                                        
  Mean *I*/σ(*I*)               13.2 (3.8)                                           9.4 (4.2)
  *R* ~merge~ (%)               24.8 (31.1)                                          23.4 (27.9)
  *R* ~p.i.m.~ (%)              7.5 (13.8)                                           7.2 (12.5)
  CC~1/2~                       0.948 (0.277)                                        0.965 (−0.018)
  *R* ~work~                    0.262                                                0.276
  *R* ~free~                    0.297                                                0.320

###### Summary of merging statistics for spherical integration and three-dimensional profile fitting for PaPth1

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

                                Profile fitting                                        Spherical
  ----------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ----------------
  Unit-cell parameters (Å, °)   *a* = *b* = 64.93, *c* = 156.52, α = β = 90, γ = 120   
  Space group                   *P*6~1~22                                              
  No. of orientations           6                                                      
  No. of unique reflections     4985 (483)                                             
  Resolution range (Å)          13.73--2.60 (2.69--2.60)                               
  Multiplicity                  2.80 (2.28)                                            
  Completeness (%)              76.90 (77.99)                                          
  Mean *I*/σ(*I*)               6.5 (2.5)                                              5.6 (3.9)
  *R* ~merge~ (%)               22.5 (31.3)                                            23.1 (27,2)
  *R* ~p.i.m.~ (%)              12.7 (21.1)                                            13.3 (18.7)
  CC~1/2~                       0.911 (0.228)                                          0.890 (−0.035)
  *R* ~work~                    0.262                                                  0.294
  *R* ~free~                    0.336                                                  0.363

###### Summary of merging statistics for peaks 15 pixels or fewer from detector edges for the E166Q β-lactamase data set

These peaks are a subset of those presented in Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}. Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell (1.96--1.89 Å).

                                    Profile fitting   Spherical
  --------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------
  Percentage of total reflections   23.9 (25.4)       
  No. of unique reflections         15895 (946)       
  Multiplicity                      1.73 (1.32)       
  *R* ~p.i.m.~ (%)                  20.1 (27.6)       19.5 (23.0)
  CC~1/2~                           0.927 (0.147)     0.818 (0.021)

[^1]: Current address: Lentigen Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20878, USA.

[^2]: Current address: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine, Berlin, Germany.
